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Overview
•

Doolgunna – advanced exploration
on Au and Cu targets

•

Fortnum West – field mapping and
geochemical sampling

•

Three Rivers – target generation,
21 anomalies

Doolgunna – a systematic approach
• Salmon – lode gold > 100m strike length > 100m depth, high
grade gold intercepts
• Ross’s Reef – Similar geochemistry to Degrussa, 200m strike
length, Au and anomalous base metals, new POW (drilling)
approved
• Anomaly C1-C2, Copper and anomalous base metals

RNI Tenements - Current

RNI Tenements – regional in context

Where we are now – focussed on Doolgunna
GEOLOGY

GEOCHEMISTRY - Cu

Where we are now – focussed on Doolgunna
GEOCHEMISTRY - NI

GEOCHEMISTRY - MG
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2011 Exploration Program
RNI is implementing an aggressive and systematic exploration program
to identify new VMS discoveries.
Significantly, RNI’s exploration program is being headed by 4 people
involved with the discovery and evaluation of DeGrussa.

“We know what we are looking for - and we know how to find it.”
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Exploration Status – Doolgunna Project

• Geological Mapping – The known VMS deposits occur as massive sulphide lenses
within a submarine mafic volcano-sedimentary succession. These usually have a very
close spatial relationship with basalts. Detailed mapping has been used to define areas
of basaltic outcrop. Completed.
• Aeromagnetics – Outcrop in the Doolgunna area is patchy and magnetics are useful
for defining stratigraphy and structure. Flying completed, final analysis.
• Geochemistry – The initial drilling on the DeGrussa deposit targeted near surface
oxide gold mineralisation. Gold often remains in soils after all traces of copper have
been removed. Vein-type gold deposits are widespread in the area and form viable
exploration targets. Completed.
• Electromagnetics (EM) – The massive sulphides of the DeGrussa deposit are highly
conductive and can be detected at considerable depth using EM techniques. A
conductive overburden reduces the effectiveness of airborne EM systems. Completed.
• Drilling – Reverse circulation and diamond drilling will be used to define detailed
stratigraphy and test geophysical and geochemical targets. Targets being drilled.
Diamond drilling commencing. Follow up on DRC 268.
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THE SALMON GOLD
PROSPECT
While VMS discoveries are RNI’s main
priority, vein-style gold deposits also
occur in the area. These have significant
exploration potential.
The Salmon Prospect is a gold bearing
quartz vein that has been traced over at
least 200m.
S

6m @ 2.7g/t
Mineralised Quartz Vein

4m @ 7.8g/t
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Schematic
cross
section. Gold
occurs with
minor copper
(to 0.13%) in
a subvertical
quartz vein.
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Visible Gold at Surface

20m

Cu Intersection - Doolgunna
RC DRILLING

CU DISCOVERY
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Three Rivers Project

RNI has an option to purchase the Three Rivers Project, which is prospective for gold, base metals and diamonds. Soil

sampling in progress. Geophysics complete.
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Three Rivers Project

Three Rivers Project

BOARD AND MANAGEMENT

Experience and success in discovering and developing mines.
• Miles Kennedy — Chairman. Was chairman of Sandfire when the DeGrussa discovery
was made in April 2009. As founding chairman of Macraes Mining Co (now known as
OceanaGold Corp), Miles developed the Macraes gold mine in New Zealand which has
produced more than 3 million ounces. Was also chairman of Kimberley Diamond Co
which developed the Ellendale diamond project before being taken over by Gem
Diamonds for $320 million in 2007.
• Tom Mann – Director. Has 30 years experience in financial markets and global trade.
Was instrumental in securing South Korean giant, POSCO, as Sandfire’s major
shareholder in 2008.
• John Hutton — Director. Son of the late explorer Graeme Hutton, who recognised the
prospectivity of the Doolgunna area by pegging both the ground which hosts the
DeGrussa discovery and RNI's Doolgunna tenement. Was also on the board of Sandfire
when DeGrussa discovery was made.
• Albert Thamm — Chief Geologist. Former Associate at Coffey Mining. Most recently
involved with IPO preparation for the ASX, TSX and AIM. Resource modeling and
exploration program development. IPO’s prepared for Aphrodite Gold, China
Metallurgical, Strategic Energy Resources, African Iron (ASX), Creat Resources,
Beacon Hill Resources (AIM) and Mukuba Resources and Tasex Resources (TSX).
Advisor to OneSteel (Western Plains transaction) and Iron Road. Resource audits for
Tier 1 multinationals. Technical valuations and M&A due diligence.
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WHY RNI IS CONFIDENT OF SUCCESS
THE RIGHT ADDRESS - Highly strategic holdings.
THE RIGHT TEAM - RNI’s Board and Management includes key people involved in
the discovery and evaluation of VMS discovery.

“We know what we are looking for – and we know how to find it”
THE RIGHT GEOLOGY – VMS deposits like DeGrussa occur in clusters. Preliminary
exploration demonstrates strong geological parallels between RNI’s Doolgunna
Project and DeGrussa.
THE RIGHT EXPLORATION PROGRAM - Aggressive and systematic approach to
exploration, drawing on the full arsenal of geological techniques.
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Competent Person’s Statement
The information in this presentation that relates to Exploration Results and Mineral Resources is based on information compiled by Mr Albert Thamm, who is a Fellow of
the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. Mr Thamm is a Geological Consultant to Resource and Investment NL and has sufficient experience which is
relevant to the style of mineralisation and types of deposit under consideration and to the activities undertaken to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2004
Edition of the Australasian Code of Reporting of Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves. Mr Thamm consents to the inclusion in the presentation of the matters based on
information in the form and context in which it appears.
Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation has been prepared by Resource and Investment NL. This document contains background information about Resource and Investment NL current at
the date of this presentation. The presentation is in summary form and does not purport to be all inclusive or complete. Recipients should conduct their own
investigations and perform their own analysis in order to satisfy themselves as to the accuracy and completeness of the information, statements and opinions contained
in this presentation.
This presentation is for information purposes only. Neither this presentation nor the information contained in it constitutes an offer, invitation, solicitation or
recommendation in relation to the purchase or sale of shares in any jurisdiction.
This presentation may not be distributed in any jurisdiction except in accordance with the legal requirements applicable in such jurisdiction. Recipients should inform
themselves of the restrictions that apply in their own jurisdiction. A failure to do so may result in a violation of securities laws in such jurisdiction.
This presentation does not constitute investment advice and has been prepared without taking into account the recipient’s investment objectives, financial
circumstances or particular needs and the opinions and recommendations in this representation are not intended to represent recommendations of particular
investments to particular investments to particular persons. Recipients should seek professional advice when deciding if an investment is appropriate. All securities
transactions involve risks, which include (among others) the risk of adverse or unanticipated market, financial or political developments.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, Resource and Investment NL, its officers, employees, agents and advisers do not make any representation or warranty, express
or implied, as to the currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of any information, statements, opinion, estimates, forecasts or other representations contained in
this presentation. No responsibility for any errors or omissions from this presentation arising out of negligence or otherwise is accepted.
This presentation may include forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are only predictions and are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions
which are outside the control of Resource and Investment NL. Actual values, results or events may be materially different to those express or implied in this
presentation. Given these uncertainties, recipients are cautioned not to place reliance on forward-looking statements. Any forward-looking statements in this
presentation speak only at the date of issue of this presentation. Subject to any continuing obligations under applicable law and ASX Listing Rules Resource and
Investment NL does not undertake any obligation to update or revise any information or any of the forward-looking statements in this presentation or any changes in
events, conditions or circumstances on which any such forward-looking statement is based.

